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You'll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer's. It's like having a friend show

you around, taking you to the places locals like best. Our expert authors have already gone

everywhere you might go--they've done the legwork for you, and they're not afraid to tell it like it is,

saving you time and money. No other series offers candid reviews of so many hotels and

restaurants in all price ranges. Every Frommer's Travel Guide is up-to-date, with exact prices for

everything, dozens of color maps, and exciting coverage of sports, shopping, and nightlife. You'd be

lost without us! Written by a lifelong resident of New Mexico, this is an extraordinary and indepth

guide to this most intriguing corner of the American Southwest, written in an honest, personal voice.

Come along with Frommer's and discover the galleries and innovative restaurants of Santa Fe, the

glorious ski slopes of Taos, the stunning landscapes of White Sands National Monument, the wacky

legends surrounding Roswell, and the wondrous subterranean world of Carlsbad Caverns. It's all

here, in true Frommer's style, with practical tips, detailed maps, and a wide choice of

accommodations that will suit any taste or budget.
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Experience a place the way the locals do. Enjoy the best it has to offer. And avoid tourist traps. At

Frommer's, we use 150 outspoken travel experts around the world to help you make the right

choices. Frommer's. Your guide to a world of travel experience. Choose the Only Guide That Gives

You:  Outspoken opinions on what's worth your time and what's not. Exact prices, so you can plan



the perfect trip no matter what your budget. Off-the-beaten-path experiences and undiscovered

gems, plus new takes on top attractions. The best hotels and restaurants in every price range, with

candid reviews. The expert guidance you need to take charge and travel with confidence.  Great

trips begin at frommers.com  Book flights, hotels, and rental cars. Get free updates on attractions

and prices.

About the Author Lesley S. King grew up on a ranch in northern New Mexico, where she still returns

on weekends to help work cattle. A freelance writer and photographer, she's a contributor to New

Mexico Magazine and an avid kayaker and skier. She has written about food and restaurants for

The New York Times, the Anasazi culture for United Airlines' Hemispheres magazine, ranches for

American Cowboy, and birds for Audubon. She is writer and host of Written on the Wind, a

television documentary series. She is also the author of Frommer's Santa Fe, Taos & Albuquerque

and Frommer's Great Outdoor Guide to Arizona & New Mexico.

Purchased this as a guide book for trip this past summer. It was very handy - I tried several of the

restaurants & visited many of the sites listed. Although I did not always agree with the ratings given

in the book, I found it reliable when giving distances, prices, & sites that I would have missed

completely if I did not have tbis book as a reference. I will use it again in future trips.

I am a loyal customer of Frommers Travel books for several years now and I highly recommend

them to anyone planning a vacation. However, this book on New Mexico is not as good as I had

hoped. It lacks the things I like best about Frommers (the things only the locals really knew about).

This book has a minimal amount of that, otherwise, everything else in the book is just basic and

average tourist info. I have also ordered another book that I will be reading in a couple of months

and I am hoping that book is more like the Frommers I once knew.This book except for the tourist

warnings, had nothing that I could not have found on line. I am happy to have it and although I

would not recommend it as a travel necessity to others, I will be bringing it along, just in case I need

it.

will help us plan our vacation when we go to new mexico this winter, the book was in perfect

condition

Frommer's guidebooks remain consistently the most useful of all the guidebooks. This one is no



exception. Recommended without reservation.

Going to Santa Fe and Albuquerque area in the fall, and always look to bring a good guide book

with us.

There are at least two kinds of travel guidebooks. Good ones, I mean. Most useful guidebooks are

primarily fact-oriented. They tell you what's available to the traveler and the details necessary to

take advantage of them -- restaurant addresses, and the hours a museum is open, that sort of stuff.

When the selection is useful, we're all glad to turn to such guidebooks... even if they don't have a lot

of personal style.This Frommer's guide to New Mexico, however, is in the better classs of travel

books; it's really a personal guide. It's abundantly clear that the author, Lesley King, really knows

and loves New Mexico, and the suggestions reflect King's affection for the state and its attractions.

It's as though you have a friend accompanying you, giving you personal advice, like "This store has

too many cheap trinket-like items for me, but many people find some novelty items to take back

home. You'll find everything from salsas to tortilla chips..." or "For as long as I can remember, my

family and many of my friends' families have scheduled trips into northern New Mexico to coincide

with lunch or dinner at this fun restaurant. [Rancho de Chimayo]" -- the latter of which has a

two-inch description of the restaurant's history, menu, and location.I spent a week on the road in the

Four Corners area, primarily in New Mexico, with five books stuffed in my bag. Even though four of

them covered the same area, the Frommer's Guide was the one I turned to first. Some of the

reasons were purely pragmatic; this book has the COMPLETE information, with telephone number,

website, and the days and hours they're open. (One book on Santa Fe omitted the later bit

regularly.) Others were qualitative; we never went to a restaurant or chose a hotel from this book

that was a bad deal. It also actively encouraged us to visit places we'd otherwise miss, such as a

lunch stop in the El Rancho hotel in Gallup ("This restaurant has fans all across the Southwest.

They come to experience the Old West decor...and the sense of the many movie stars who once

ate here"), often places that are local favorites. You'll find the expected high-end destinations too

(such as the long list of excellent restaurants in Santa Fe), but this book does a particularly good job

at helping you distinguish between them.Speaking of Santa Fe -- I'd also gotten a guidebook

specific to that city. Unless you're going to spend a lot more time in that one town, I don't think you

need the standalone book. This one does an excellent job at Santa Fe attractions; I ended up taking

the advice of this book more often anyway.Oh, the book also has a full sized state map that easily

can be torn out. So you don't need to buy another one.If you're planning a trip to New Mexico, this is



the book for you. You don't need to do more comparison shopping.

I went to Hatch NM for the Chili festival. Frommer's helped me figure out what to do in the

surrounding area. Restaurants in Las Cruces, things to see on the way to White Sands. The book is

broken up into geographic areas which helped me figure out day trips after attending the festival. I

found it very helpful in planning and for finding restaurants and scenic sights. The map included of

New Mexico was not detailed enough for driving use and a few special events (apple festival) listed

were long gone but overall this book helped make my vacation a success.I do research online along

with the guide but the guide is what helps me organize the trip and I carry it with me in the cab of my

pickup.

I browsed many guidebooks in bookstores and read several from the library before settling on this

book to take with me to the Southwest.The writer writes well and she is not afraid to offer candid

opinions of hotels and tourist sites. She's a New Mexico native and shares her passion for the state

with the reader.** I especially liked the lists of top attractions by type in the front of the book: Best of

Natural New Mexico, Best Scenic and Historic Drives, Best Outdoor Activities, Best Family

Experiences, Best Historic Hotels, etc. (there are 12 of these lists).These lists helped my companion

(my 13 year old son) and I get our hands around the diversity of this state and plan just what we

most wanted to do during our one week in the Southwest.Once we narrowed down what we wanted

to do, the book was arranged by region, listing all the other things we could do while in that

area.Other good companion books for this trip were Tony Hillerman's novels set in Navajo country

and the book, Roadside Geology of New Mexico.The Frommers book for Arizona has the same

organization and is very good, but not quite as good as this book.
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